**ULTIMATE WIRE MANAGEMENT KIT**

### FEATURES

- Modesty Panel mounts to the back or side of your desk, and stores wires and cables in a velcro pouch.
- Accessory Hook is perfect for keeping small hangable items such as headphones, bags or keys organized and within easy reach.
- Reusable cable ties organize cords and screw-in cable mounts secure them underneath desktops.
- Self-adhesive cable mounts allow for easy, customizable management of wires underneath your desk for a clean look.
- Power strip allows corded devices to travel up and down with your desktop without disruptions.
- Cable management clips hold cables in place on desktops and workstations.
- Desk-to-wall cable organizer conceals and protects cords from your desk to a wall outlet in a single bundle.

### SPECIFICATIONS

- **MODESTY PANEL**
  - Height: 15"
  - Width: 28.5"

- **ACCESSORY HOOK**
  - Top View
  - Front View
  - Side View

- **SCREW-IN CABLE MOUNTS**
  - Qty. 12

- **REUSABLE CABLE TIES**
  - Qty. 10

- **CABLE MOUNTS**
  - Qty. 3

- **SURGE PROTECTOR**
  - Cord Length 15'